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“This is certainly not the first book ever to be written about military miniatures, but it is the first 

to present the subject in the form of a practical working manual.  Our aims are to guide the 

novice collector, step by step, into the art of collecting these miniatures, and to furnish new ideas 

to the advanced collector.” …the authors. 
 

 



 

With these words, the authors open a well-illustrated 67-page ‘how to’ book written in 1965 that has 

inspired thousands of collectors and gamers.  Clyde Risley was a military artist with a special interest in 

uniforms.  William Imrie was a sculptor of military miniatures who marketed as Imrie Miniatures.   

 

When these two talented individuals merged their creative passions, they formed Imrie / Risley 

Miniatures.  Those of us advanced in years will certainly have seen these figures in select hobby stores 

and perhaps have acquired and painted a few.  The figures were authentically uniformed, and for their 

time, wonderfully sculpted and molded.  As one might expect, The Model Soldier Guide featured Imrie / 

Risley miniatures. 

 

The chapters cover the topics in a straightforward, succinct manner. 

 

Chapter I The Variety of Model Soldiers 

Chapter II Assembling Model Soldiers 

Chapter III Painting Model Soldiers 

Chapter IV Painting and Markings of Horses 

Chapter V Figures on Display Bases 

Chapter VI Care and Display of Your Collection 

Chapter VII A Brief Survey of Military Uniforms, Their Origins and Influences 

Appendix A Research Sources 

Appendix B A Listing of Tools and Materials and Where to Buy Them 

Photographs of Model Soldiers From Around the World  

 

As one might imagine, the information in the appendices is certainly dated fifty years later.  However, 

much of the information in the chapters remains useful today, especially for the novice. 

 

As a young wargamer, many years ago, I dabbled in modeling.  However, the pocketbook could not 

support both wargame figures and collector figures.  I chose wargame figures.  But, the allure of models 

was powerful.  As finances improved, I bought the odd figure, about a dozen were Imrie / Risley.  I read a 

copy of The Model Soldier Guide back in the day, but did not purchase it until recently.  So, preparing 

this review has been powerfully nostalgic.  I still refer to the chapter on painting horses, a weak skill of 

mine.  And I love the illustrations and photos.  Risley and Imrie did a fine job of getting the novice 

modeler started.   

 

What follows are a few illustrations and photos.  If you are like me, you may recognize them. 



 
 

  

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 


